
 

 

 

 
 
ABOUT US 
 
Tenuta Montemagno lies in gently-rolling hills on the 45th parallel, a latitude that has   
always been known, right from the earliest centuries, for high-quality wine production. 
The vineyards’ South-West aspect, our particular climate and clay limestone soils, 
vineyard  operations carried out exclusively by hand, and modern winemaking 
technology ensure  the production of world-class wines, ambassadors to the world of the 
best of Italy, Piedmont and Monferrato. 
 
 
NEW PRIZES 
 
DWWA 2019, one of the most prestigious international wine competition, prized the 
quality, the elegance of Tenuta Montemagno wines: 

3 wines and 3 medals: 

 

 Gold Medal: SORANUS – Barolo docg 2013 

“Charming raspberry and violets nose with graphite hint and fresh, 
rich complexity of pure red berry fruits over cassis, liquorice and floral-
herbal notes; stylish and harmonious.” 
 
The result that attests how the passion, the careful and sustainable 
methods of cultivation in vineyards and the synergies of tradition 
and technology in cellar, can give out incredible wine as our Soranus, 
Barolo from La Morra. 
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Bronze Medal: RUCHE’ –  

Ruchè di Castagnole Monferrato docg 2017  

The ancient and peculiar indigenous variety of Monferrato area: dark 
red in color, with purple and black nuances. The bouquet is full of 
roses and violets notes. To the palate it shows balsamic and spices 
notes. Tannic and aromatic. 

Ruchè of Castagnole Monferrato: the wine that makes the difference 

 

Bronze Medal: SOLIS VIS –  

Monferrato Bianco doc  2016 

100% Timorasso 
Tasting notes: 
  

“Rich, creamy and full-bodied with fresh lemon and lime peel notes 
and ripe orchard, peach and apricot fruits.” 

 
Timorasso grape: indigenous, valorized, discovered, appreciated and 
getting more and more popular. 
Solis Vis – the sun’s strength, 100% timorasso , it is the best 
expression of this grape cultivated in Montemagno and vinified 
according to the Tenuta Montemagno philosophy. 

 
 

 
Once again, the inspiring choice of Barea Family to plant and vinify indigenous grape 

varieties, has been prized. 
Once again, this international success invites you to discover our wines assortment. 

 
 

 

 


